We help to ensure the proper handling of information

Intelectual Property Awareness Training

Guard your Intellectual Property
You can rely on your IP. The IP handled by your organization can make the difference between success and failure.

Dedicated to R&D and innovation dept.
Applicable wherever innovation, scientific works, industrial designs are daily work securing a network.

General topics are also included
Dedicated topics for IP protection are detailed in 15 training pages followed by 20 general training pages.

Little technical knowhow required
Content is adjusted to your needs and information security expertise of the participants is not required.
Why Intellectual Property Awareness Training

The training is designed for companies having intellectual property as a business core in many cases for technology, innovation, engineering. Reduce the implications for lawsuits against your organization by demonstrating the concern for security and showing adequate protection for information assets.

Intellectual Property Course Content

- Information Security - General Aspects
- Intellectual Property Importance
- Patents - Security Considerations
- Trademarks - Security Considerations
- Copyrights - Security Considerations
- Phishing - General Aspects and Protection
- Keeping Secrets
- IP Competitive Advantages
- Keeping IP Safe
- Use of Cryptography
- Encrypted web protocols
- Public WiFi Networks Security
- Mobile Applications Security
- Mobile Devices Security
- Non-Disclosure Agreement
- Failing to Follow Security Policies - Implications
- Industrial Espionage
- Reverse Engineering
- Malicious Code
- E-mail - Secure Email Use
- Trade Secrets
- Internet Browsing
- Work Station Security
- On-time Implementation of Security Patches
- Social Engineering
- Shoulder Surfing
- Clean Desk Policy
- Passwords - Choice, Frequency of Change, Protection
- Data Classification and Labelling
- Data Saving and Storage
- Secure Data Disposal
- Separation of Duties and Least Privilege Principles